Responses to Questions with Updates to Questions #10 and #11

1. Question: If the offeror cannot provide quotations for all six types of medical equipment listed in the RFQ, will JSI still accept the quotation?
   
   JSI Response: Yes, JSI will accept this type of quotation.

2. Will JSI accept quotations from non-U.S. offerors?
   
   Yes, the geographic code for this RFQ is 935, meaning goods can be sourced from any country except Cuba, Iran, Iraq, Laos, Libya, North Korea, and Syria.

3. If the offeror cannot provide local support and servicing of the medical equipment outside of the U.S., will the offeror also need to submit a quote for service and support from a local dealer?
   
   Yes, JSI would like this quote for the service and support included in the overall quotation.

4. Will JSI accept INCOTERMS other than those defined in the RFQ?
   
   While JSI’s INCOTERMS preference is CIP, JSI is willing to accept FCA.

5. Is JSI willing to complete a credit application and receive approval for 30-day payment terms?
   
   Yes, JSI would be willing complete this application.

6. Does the blood bank refrigerator need to be a tabletop unit?
   
   No, please ignore the tabletop terminology if your product does not meet this qualification.

7. For the blood bank refrigerator, is it acceptable for the compatible voltage stabilizer to be supplied locally?
   
   If the offeror can supply the compatible voltage stabilizer, that is preferred. If not, it is acceptable for the compatible voltage stabilizer to be supplied locally.

8. For the blood bank refrigerator, what is the correct temperature range?
   
   There was a typo in the RFQ and the correct temperature range is +1 °C to +6 °C.

9. For the blood bank refrigerator, is it acceptable for the upper range of the external ambient temperature to be +32 °C, despite the RFQ stating an upper range of +43 °C?
   
   The upper range of +32 °C is also acceptable.

10. For the blood bank refrigerator, is there a preferred volume of the unit or preferred number of bags the unit should be able to hold?
    
    An approximate volume of 200 liters is preferred.
11. What address should medical equipment be delivered to in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia?
The Transform office is located at Nefasilk Lafto Sub-City, Kebele 05, Haji Kelifa Sabit Building, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.